
SHOULD JUVENILES BE TRIED AS ADULTS

Since the juvenile court was started more than a hundred years ago, a basic assumption underlying the juvenile court
has been that juvenile offenders shouldn't go through the adult criminal courts. The juvenile court was created to handle
juvenile offenders on the basis of their.

Annoying, right? High rates of violence, unchecked gang activity, and overcrowding persist in Division of
Juvenile Justice facilities where many youth sentenced as adults start their incarceration. Justice demands that
juvenile courts be abolishedâ€”if juveniles are tried in adult courts, they will be afforded their full array of
constitutional rights. The juvenile court is founded on false premises because its purpose is to shield youths
from the consequences of their own actions. These sweeping changes came amidst widespread alarm that a
wave of "juvenile superpredators" was coming â€” which fortunately turned out to be false. Youth do not
make decisions like adults. In Pennsylvania , another year-old boy is charged with murdering his father's
pregnant fiance. But the question remains: who is at fault for the crimes committed? Research also shows that
as youth mature, they are substantially less likely to re-offend; locking children up for years will extend their
incarceration well beyond the time needed for them to be rehabilitated. Williams, who celebrated his sixteenth
birthday in jail, faces up to years behind bars for second-degree attempted murder and use of a weapon to
commit a felony. In some states, including Tennessee, there is now no minimum age for being transferred to
criminal court for certain crimes. Recent changes in middle class residential neighborhoods contribute to
juvenile violence. Families of Incarcerated Youth Experience Negative Impacts Parents and family members
of system-involved youth are systematically excluded from the adult court process â€” they are not given
meaningful opportunities to help determine what happens to their children. While the denial of full
constitutional rights for juveniles is sometimes a problem, the juvenile court's mission is benevolenceâ€”to
serve the best interests of children. The nation's highest court ruled that juvenile offenders who haven't been
convicted of murder cannot be sentenced to life in prison without any chance of parole. Because boot camps
are not always an effective "get tough" approach to violent juvenile offenders, laws need to be enacted to
make young people think twice about victimizing the innocent. Based on the nature of the offence, we
automatically send them to juvenile," Beadle said. This is a controversial topic based on the fact that most
teenagers are driven into some crimes by peer pressure. Opponents of trying juveniles in adult courts say more
needs to be done for the nation's young criminals, and that the law needs to take into account their
psychological development and maturity. Florida , J. We are now sending them straight back to that harsh
schoolyard. Terry A. So we change the rules of the game. The idea comes from the fact that the brain is often
slower to develop than the body so we should not punish teenagers excessively for making mistakes. He's also
charged with robbery and assault in another county. His family was destroyed. Change school funding and
education policy to provide quality and culturally appropriate education in all communities and ensure
equitable distribution of educational resources and opportunities. Evaluating the case for abolishing juvenile
courts It has been suggested that the entire debate over whether or not to abolish the juvenile court diverts
attention away from the most important question confronting the juvenile justice system: How can juvenile
delinquency be reduced when neither the present juvenile courts nor adult criminal courts are designed to
attack the various environmental factors that are among the causes of juvenile violence? David Csordas is a
campus correspondent for The Daily Campus. It is common and normal for youth to engage in risky behaviors
that may negatively impact their health. Nearly every year, the FBI arrests more than 33, young adults under
the age of 18 for offenses. The number of violent crimes committed by young people declined substantially
from the s to , but then surged again that year, with the estimated number of juvenile murder offenders
increasing 30 percent, according to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Meanwhile,
juvenile courts are also seeing more cases of non-violent crime. I'm guessing this is a tough lesson he's learned
in life and it will hopefully keep him from the streets and gangs," said Williams' attorney, Glenn Shapiro. In ,
courts with juvenile jurisdiction handled an estimated 1. According to their own material, The Center has an
average length of stay, per youth, of 13 days. The proceeding was no less solemn, no less tragic by reason of
being in a juvenile court. The initial causes of much juvenile crime are found in the early learning experiences
in the family. What do we want?


